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These devices are a
foundation of
modern chemistry.

Laboratory balances are
precision devices used for
determining weights of vari-
ous items. Improvements in
balances have been one of the
key foundations of the
success of modern chemistry.
The classic, two-panned
chemical balance made its
first appearance in the 18th
century and was adapted
from pharmaceutical and
coin balances. It had a single
beam suspended on a knife-
edge with a pan on both
sides. A sample was weighed
by balancing it in one pan
against standard weights in
the other.

London manufacturer
Thomas C. Robinson, who
supplied short triangular-
beam balances with a
movable pointer to deter-
mine the null point, made
the first precision balances.
Many further adaptations
improved the precision and
sensitivity of these balances,
such as the introduction of
aluminum by Florenz Sarto-
rius for construction of the
beams. In 1947, the Swiss
firm Ehrhard Mettler began
commercialization of the
single-pan substitution
weighing balance. In this
type of balance, the opposite
side of the short beam carries
a continuous load of weights.
These weights are mechani-
cally removed until approxi-
mate balance with the sample
in the pan is reached. The
remaining weight can be esti-
mated using a dialable optical
scale. The single-pan balance

remained the standard until
the development of electronic
balances around 1970.

In today’s laboratory,
balances serve a variety of
applications. Using an ultra-
precise balance allows weight
to be determined even under
adverse conditions, such as in
weighing live animals, or on
a ship, or on an unstable
surface. Filter weighing is
another frequent application
in laboratories. This applica-
tion is used when pollution
in gases and liquids must be
determined by filtering
followed by weighing.
Balances can also be used to
decipher weight classes of
flavorings, spices, or pharma-
ceutical powders, because
formulations using these
products require precision.
Incorrect mixtures are costly
and may even be dangerous.
To determine the mass of an
object with the maximum
accuracy, it is necessary to use
mass comparators.

Calibrating a balance is
not only a research necessity
but also has become a regula-
tory fiat for laboratories wish-
ing to be in compliance with
the vast variety of Good
Laboratory Practices/Good
Manufacturing Practices
(GLP/GMP), as well as
International Organization
for Standardization/Interna-
tional Electrotechnical
Commission (ISO/IEC)
standards and, in the phar-
maceutical arena, U.S. Phar-
macopeia standards.

Balances are calibrated
either through the use of
standardized masses or by
using built-in calibration
masses. The correct mass or
masses used for calibration
are based on the weighing
range of the balance in ques-
tion. Obviously, a kilogram
weight is useless for calibrat-
ing a balance that works from
micrograms to hundreds of
grams; but even more subtly,
modern electronic balances
can require certain specific
weights to trigger their
programmed scale calibra-

tions. Mass standards are a
critically important regulato-
ry issue because not everyone
has access to the
platinum–iridium kilogram

standard used in France.
External calibration

using American
Society for Test-

ing and Mate-
rials (ASTM)
standard mass

weights from
companies like

Rice Lake Weighing
Systems and Troemner, often
carried out by an independ-
ent contractor, is considered
perhaps the safest and most
rigid means of ensuring that
a balance is operating correct-
ly, and it can be one of the
best ways to demonstrate
regulatory compliance.

But even if the balance
itself is carefully calibrated
according to the most precise
weight standard, the opera-
tion of weighing remains
loaded with risk—with a host
of critical parameters such as
temperature, air pressure, and
vibratory disturbances that
must be gauged. According
to Mettler Toledo, the vast
progress in balance technolo-
gy that has made balances so
adaptable “is associated with
the danger that too little
attention is paid to the influ-
ences of the surroundings.”

A variety of subtle
phenomena influence weigh-
ing directly. These include
“physical effects that are
measurable for micro, semi-
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micro, and analytical
balances and cannot be

suppressed since actual
weight changes are involved,
or forces that act on the
weighing sample and the
weighing pan.”

There are continual devel-
opments in modern weighing
systems, including better
internal calibration, and error
parameter warnings focused
on preset values—set by the
user and regulation-based.

This is especially critical in a
world dictated more and
more by considerations such
as GLP, GMP, and ISO9000.
Because researchers rely on
balances so routinely, most
major balance instrument
manufacturers such as Sarto-
rius and Mettler Toledo
provide various functional
additions to address some of
the potential problems in the
weighing process. For exam-
ple, built-in static electricity
elimination and configurable
draft-shield systems are avail-
able. Far from the simple tare
systems of old, modern
balances are capable of cali-
brating automatically for
differences in ambient
temperature, humidity, gravi-
ty, or atmospheric pressure.
In some cases, monitored
parameters are coupled to
regulatory guidelines.

Another development in
weighing instruments comes
from researchers at Cornell

University, along with a
group headed by engineering
professor Harold Craighead,
who are actually weighing
viruses using submicroscopic
devices. This group uses tiny
oscillating cantilevers to
detect masses as small as 6

attograms by noting the
change an added mass
produces in the frequency of
vibration. The submicroscop-
ic devices, whose size is meas-
ured in nanometers (the

width of three silicon atoms),
are called nanoelectro-
mechanical systems.. An
attogram is one-thousandth
of a femtogram, which is
one-thousandth of a
picogram, which is one-thou-
sandth of a nanogram, which
is a billionth of a gram. The
tiny cantilevers were manu-
factured out of silicon and
silicon nitride, which can be
set into motion by an applied
electric field or by hitting
them with a laser. The
frequency of the vibration
can be measured by shining a
laser light on the device and
observing changing reflection
of the light. For cell detec-
tion, the researchers coated
their cantilevers with anti-
bodies that bind to E. coli
bacteria, and then bathed the
devices in a solution contain-
ing the cells. Some of the cells
were bound to the surface,
and the additional mass
changed the frequency of
vibration. In one case report-
ed by the researchers, one cell
bonded to a cantilever, and it
was possible to detect the
mass of a single cell.

From the newest mass
comparators to state-of-the-
art moisture analyzers, from

ultramicrobalances
to factory-floor,
thousands-of-kilo-
gram weighing
devices, from class-
room lab-bench
top-loaders to the
most delicate
analytical precision
instruments, the
world of weighing
continues to
become more
sophisticated as

manufacturers and
researchers attempt to take
both the effort and the error
out of what is arguably the
most important measure-
ment of all.

Felicia M. Willis ◆

Company

Acculab

Adam Equipment

A&D

BEL Engineering

Denver Instrument

Gram Precision
Intelligent Weighing 
Technology

Kern & Sohn GmbH

Mettler Toledo
Ohaus

Precisa

Rice Lake Weighing System

Sartorius

Scientech
Setra Systems
Shimadzu Scientific

Website

www.acculab.com

www.adamequipment.com

www.andweighing.com

www.belengineering.com

www.denverinstrument.com

www.gramprecision.com
www.intelligentwt.com

www.kern-sohn.com

www.mt.com
www.ohaus.com

www.precisa.com

www.rlws.com

www.sartorius.com

www.scientech-inc.com
www.setra.com
www.ssi.shimadzu.com

Products

AL and VA series analytical and preci-
sion
AFA, AAA, AEA, AFP, AEP, ADK, AMB,
etc., models
Analytical, top-loader, precision, indus-
trial, and compact
Analytical, top-loading, Ultra Mark,
Mark K, and moisture
Pinnacle, Summit, Apex, XP, Peak, DL,
and XI
GX, VX, NX, and LTech series
High-precision balances, top-loading,
pocket, counting, check weighing,
hanging
Models 440, EW/EG-N, ABS/ABJ, KB,
EMB
XS analytical 
Pro series line: Explorer Pro, Adventur-
er Pro, Scout Pro
Semi-micro, analytical, precision, in-
dustrial, compact
MD, QB, and IB series with tuning-fork
technology
CP, LE, GENIUS, MA50/MA100, Master-
pro LA, Masterpro LP, etc.
SA, SP, SL, SG series balances
EL410S and EL4100S
UW/UX series balances

Table 1. Selected Balance Manufacturers

A Mettler Toledo analytical
balance

A Sartorius Genius balance
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